ANDIDATE

Recruitment Industry
Vetting Specialists
Smarter Screening Solutions, driving a higher standard

Contact us for a FREE no obligation quote or online demonstration

Premier Staff Vetting Specialists
Average 5 days to complete all staff vetting’s

Recruitment Agencies and Recruitment Process Outsourcing organisations (RPOs) are under intense scrutiny to perform the right background
and pre-employment screening checks on all their potential applicants.
For the staffing agency, delivering the best and most reliable talent is a mission critical part of their business, but in-house vetting
procedures are not always sufficient – and the cost of a bad hire can be crippling to both the client and agency alike. We also appreciate the
tight deadlines that recruitment agencies need to work to and can easily scale up on any large projects with 48 hours’ notice. We work alongside
many large, medium and small recruitment agencies and RPO service providers.

Online Automated Application Form
Agency invites applicants to complete the automated online
vetting application form. Access to dedicated Free support
centre to help applicants complete their applications.

Full Screening Reports
Full screening steps are completed and
Quality Assured by the Compliance Team.
Completed Certified Reports are uploaded
into the client dashboard area. Agency can
view the completed reports and download
to send to their clients.

Candidate Vetting
Managed Service
Vetting Starts
Candidate Vetting receive the online application and
start the vetting, any adverse information is passed
onto the agency within the first 48 hours, full online
ability to see the progress in real-time.

What we offer is:
• Total online ability

• Low cost screenings

• Fast turnarounds on all screenings

• Client branded reports

• Tailored screening solutions

• Screening packages to suit

• Online solutions for applicants

• Full audit trail of the entire proces.

• Full Mi Reporting

• Total industry compliance

• Account Management

• Peace of mind for you and your clients

Candidate Vetting workflow
Client Online Screening Portal
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Client invites applicant to complete the online vetting application
Applicant completes online vetting application form
Free dedicated support centre available to applicants
Client approves application form to be security vetted

Candidate Vetting Managed Service
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Full real-time online applicant progress
All adverse information passed on to client
Fully compliant completed vetting reports
100% compliant checks performed

Full information and Audit Trail
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Full notes system
Full Managed Service
Full Audit trail
Full Quality and Compliance assurance

Fast automated online Security Screening Software to reduce your time to hire:
Manual applicant screening is time-consuming, but critical to protect your business from
reputational damage and up to £20,000 fines to ensure staff have the right to work in the UK.
Fully automated applicant screening process to ensure your applicants background checks are: Seamless, Faster, Hassle Free and totally
compliant.

About Candidate Vetting
Our history in the security vetting sector
Since inception, we have quickly grown into one of Europe’s
premier security screening organisations with one of the highest
certified security vetting company in Europe.
With our highly extensive security screening accreditations
and tried and tested methodologies, we consistently provide
extremely high standards across the UK and globally whilst still
providing reduced costs to our clients.
We utilise market leading technology and solid account
management to ensure all screenings are performed in the
shortest possible timeframe whilst maintaining complete
accuracy with full real-time account management at your
disposal.

Candidate Vetting
1 Tavern Lane | Dereham | Norfolk | NR19 1PX
0333 3326200 | sales@cvonline.co.uk | www.cvonline.co.uk

Protecting your company from financial, reputational and security risk

